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THE SCHOOL NEWSP.A:PER _IN THE ELJ!ThfENTARY ,.;;..sc .... H~O_;.O.;;;;;L 
CHAPTER I 
Statement of the Problem 
--
The purpose of the present study is to determine 
the nature and function of the school newspaper in the ele-
mentary school, as revealed by a study of samples of these 
newspapers secured from various elementary schools in the 
city of Chicago. Relative to the nature of the elementary 
school newspapers, the writer will study such aspects as 
the following; whether it is: {a) "told" newspapers--
that is, those newspapers in which small groups alternate 
weekly in gathering personal items and in reporting them 
to the group; (b) posted newspapers, in which items of 
interest are placed on the blackboard and read by the pupils 
on entering the room; (c) hand editions, in which the 
items are written on large sheets of paper and placed on the 
bulletin board; (d) mimeographed or multigraphed newspa-
pers, common in schools having these machines; {e) printed 
newspapers. 
A study will also be made as to the method of con-
ducting the newspaper; e.g., editorship of the paper, spon-
5 
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sorship of the paper, the size of the staff required, the 
size of the paper, the number of pages and columns, adver-
tisements, circulation, subscriptions, kinds and variety of 
items printed, and other details of organization. 
Under the term ntunctions of the school newspaper", 
the writer will seek to determine to what extent they assist 
the school in promoting the so-called objectives of educa-
tion; namely, citizenship, worthy home membership, worthy 
use of leisure, vocation, use of the fundamental tools, 
ethical character, and health. 
The writer is interested in this study because she 
has conducted school newspapers in the past and wishes to 
compare her own procedures with the methods used in other 
schools. The writer is particularly interested in making 
this study to determine to what extent the school newspaper, 
as an extra-curricular activity, teaches co-operation, de-
velops initiative, and helps to motivate the regular work 
of the school. 
A study of the school newspaper should be of in-
terest to others in that it shows how the school newspaper 
"unifies the school and fosters school spirit, encourages 
desirable school enterprises and activities, molds and in-
fluences public opinion, gives authentic news of the school 
7 
to students, parents, patrons, and other schools, serves as 
a medium of expression of student opinion, gives opportunity 
for self-expression and creative work, develops qualities of 
co-operation, tact, accuracy, tolerance, responsibility, in-
itiative,and leadership, fosters cordial relations among 
schools, records the history of the school, and advertises 
the school" (8:294-299). 
In the second chapter, the writer will discuss the 
psychological and pedagogical bases for the school newspaper 
in the upper grades of the elementary school, involving 
facts about adolescents, modern methods of teaching, and 
uses for correlation of extra-curricular activities and 
school work. 
In the third chapter, the writer will present a 
survey of the literature in the field of the present study, 
especially the literature concerning the values of the school 
newspaper, the functions of the school newspaper, and the na-
ture of the school newspaper. 
The fourth chapter, namely, "The Present Studyn, 
will give a full account of the practices in the control and 
management of the school newspaper in the elementary school 
based on a questionnaire which will be sent to the Chicago 
elementary schools. In this questionnaire, the writer will 
8 
seek such in~ormation as; who edits the paper, who sponsors 
it, how the sta~~ is selected, who is responsible ~or the 
items and advertisements appearing in the newspaper, how it 
is printed, financed, circulated, etc. 
The ~inal chapter will present a brie~ summary o~ 
such conclusions and applications as the present study seems 
to warrant. A comparison between the ~indings of the writer 
and those o~ other similar studies will conclude this chap-
ter. 
CH.API'ER II 
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PEDAGOGICAL BASES FOR THE SCHOOL 
NEWSPAPER 
Psychologically speaking, the only period in the 
life cycle of man of interest in this stu~ is the period 
of adolescence. Pupils of the early adolescent period 
(about 12 to 15 years) have certain traits and character-
istics peculiar to this stage of their development. They 
have grown very rapidly and unevenly. This makes them un-
gainly and awkward and they are conscious of thei'? awkward-
ness. This consciousness of their awkwardness is due main-
ly to the lack of adjustment of the nervous system to the 
great physical changes that have taken place. During this 
period of adolescence, the children are unresponsive and 
uncertain of themselves. They are inventive, curious, gre-
garious, migratory; they seek the attention and admiration 
of others; they have a social urge to work and play in co-
operation with others; they seek new experiences and sen-
sations (11:22-36;40-47). 
The period of middle adolescence (about 14 to 18 
years) is a period of self-assertion, co-operation, and re-
sourcefulness. Pupils of this age do not want to be 
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"bossedrr. :Bu.t the wise parent or teacher can usually gain 
their co-operation by arousing their interest in activities 
they like to do or can do well. Through co-operation, lead-
ership can be developed. Children of this age have a desire 
to be of help whenever possible (9:20-24). 
During this stage of curiosity and invention, the 
child should be encouraged to make discoveries for himself, 
thus making him more self-reliant. Whatever seems to awaken 
the interest of the pupil can be put to good use, especially 
if the activity can be correlated with some worth-while goal. 
For instance, the child who spends a great deal of his time 
sketching or drawing when he should be doing his arithmetic 
or spelling, etc., could be encouraged to make cartoons, 
sketches, or designs for the school newspaper. A bargain 
could perhaps be made whereby his pictures will be used for 
the newspaper provided he completes his regular work an 
time (2:196-214). 
Likewise, the child's interest in his community 
may lead to a better understanding of the geog~apby of the 
world (16:210), of how other people live, of how they help 
him to live--supplying foods, materials, and other things--
of how different environments change the living conditions 
of other peoples, of how geographic conditions have influ-
11 
enced the actions and movements of nations in the past--
history (18:329-365). Then, too, the interest of pupils 
living in manufacturing communi ties can be aroused so that 
they will want to know something about the countries to 
which these manufactured articles are sent. They will want 
to know something about the parts of their own country from 
which the raw materials come. They will also want to know 
why these people of other countries depend upon their coun-
try or community for the manufactured articles, and why the 
people who raise these raw materials do not manufacture 
their own goods. If the pupils live in an agricultural com· 
munity, they will want to know where the foods their father~ 
raise are sent, also what there is about those countries 
that prevents people there from raising the products grown 
in their community (5:149-158). 
In the above illustrations we can readily appreci· 
ate the significance of the pupils' interests in their com-
muni ties as a starting point in the acquiring of much new 
information. The p)l.pils having gained this lmowledge are 
also eager to express themselves, especially in print and 
to a large audience. This leads to an interest in the 
school newspaper as a medium of expression. This expressiol 
need not take the form of writing alone but may be in the 
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· form of drawings and cartoons. In getting their information1 
pupils might come across interesting material which is not 
generally known and they could share this information with 
others through the school newspaper by putting it in the fon 
of riddles, or "believe-it-or-nota", and the like. This 
would make use of the initiative of the children and add in-
terest and variety to the newspaper. Well written reports 
of their findings in the school newspaper may serve to inter· 
est other pupils in similar investigations. 
The migratory spirit can well be utilized through 
a well directed school club program, thus tending to avoid 
truancy and a probable dislike for school. Through the agen 
cy of the school publication, in particular, this migrator,y 
instinct can be directed into useful channels. The school 
reporters will secure advertisements for the school newspa-
per from neighborhood stores, and will bring in news items 
relating to such activities as the following: 
(1) Excursions and field trips in connection with 
nature study and social studies, making these subjects more 
vivid. Reports of these excursions and field trips, besides 
supplying information to other pupils, would have a tendency 
to make others interested in taking the same or similar 
trips and writing up their findings for the school newspaper 
13 
EVery community o~ any size has its public parks, zoos, and 
museums which are well worth a visit but are not taken advan-
tage o~ unless brought to mind in some way. For example, 
there is a wealth of in~ormation in the Chicago Historical 
Society of which very ~ew pupils are aware. If only one 
class in a school should visit this building, became enthu-
siastic about its historical exhibits and information, and 
should write up its findings for the school newspaper, many 
other pupils in this same school would have a desire to visi~ 
and see the wonderful exhibit of which the others may have 
written. The same would apply to similar institutions in ~ 
community. The school newspaper, in this way, has a vital 
function--the correlation of the children's school work with 
the world about them. 
(2) Trips to a local print shop or to a newspaper 
office would be of great interest snd help to pupils, espe-
cially to those on the newspaper staff. Here the pupils 
would get first hand information on how a large newspaper 
is put out and also learn some of the important phases o~ 
newspaper work and printing. They could then pass on this 
valuable information to others through the school newspaper. 
(3) Trips in connection with contests between 
athletic teams, using athletics as a basis for health work 
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so important during the adolescent period. Children cannot 
help noticing the physique of good athletes, and this could 
be used in a discussion of health--what makes a good, strong, 
active body--what health rules must be followed. 
Athletics could also be used for character train-
ing in sportsmanship. The adolescent period is a very 1m• 
pressionable period in the child's life and good sportsman-
ship is one of the essentials in the formation of character. 
This phase of athletics could be stressed in the school neve 
paper and would impress the pupils more than if it were 
taught in a purely didactical manner. 
(4) Travel clubs arouse the child's interest in 
peoples of other countries, and give him good practice in 
the selection of materials for reports. Much of the materi-
al would, of course, be irrelevant for the school newspaper. 
Various types of reading would have to be utilized--skimming, 
the informational type of reading, reading to get general 
significance, reading to get details, etc. In this way , 
practice can be given in the types of reading used in the 
various subjects. The organizing of the materials found is 
also very good training for the pupils. Pupils would have 
to make use of the library. Therefore, this type of activ-
ity, besides giving good practice in the selection of mate~-
15 
rials for reports, may also be used in providing a stimulus 
for using the library, for teac'hing the child self-expres-
sion, and in making him more self-reliant (8:4-7). 
(5) Stamp clubs--looking up events on commemora-
tive stamps, writing up stories about places from which the 
stamps come, receiving covers (original envelope with the 
stamp attached) from foreign countries and finding out about 
these countries--types of people, their manners, customs, 
occupations, etc, This activity, like the travel club, 
makes use of the collecting instinct so prevalent among ad-
olescents. We have all at some time or other had occasion 
to note the contents of a small boy's pockets. The collec-
tion of stamps tends to divert the collecting instinct into 
educational channels. Articles may be written up for the 
school newspaper about interesting stamps and places. The 
school newspaper then serves to bring this worth-while activ 
ity to the attention of other pupils (14:228-229). 
(6) Glee clubs and dramatic clubs give pupils O:P-
portunity for self-expression. The pupils get the greatest 
value out of this sort of activity if they are permitted to 
use their own initiative in such preparations as the making 
and painting of their own scenery, deciding about and making 
their costumes, arranging the stage, etc. (1:155-156). 
~· 
----------------------------------------------------------~ 
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Announcements o~ school musical programs and plays 
may be made in the school newspaper. Interest may be aroused 
in the worthy use o~ leisure time by having pupils ~rom the 
glee clubs and dramatic clubs investigate plays and musical 
programs outside of school, write reviews or comments in the 
school newspaper on such programs and thus further interest 
pupils in these activities. 
(7) Book reviews give children o~ this age an out-
let for their hero-worship. We ~ind children of this period 
imitating their elders--movie stars, teachers, and athletic 
heroes. This trait could be directed toward the reading o~ 
biographies and good ~iction. Book reviews could be written 
~or the school newspaper, and in this way a desire may be 
aroused on the part o~ the readers to read and make similar 
reports on their favorite books and plays (7:83-91). 
(8) Debates and speeches present other valuable 
forms of expression because they tend to form good habits of 
speech. They also send the pupils in search of new informa-
tion and develop a great store of knowledge. Announcements 
of debates and speeches in the school newspaper will there-
fore attract the attention of pupils interested in this par-
ticular activity and subject them to good forms of expres-
sion and worthy use of leisure so necessary to pupils of 
17 
this age (11:233-239;248-267). 
The best speeches or parts of debates might be re-
produced in the school newspaper. Some of these speeches 
and debates would probably refer to important topics of the 
day. If reproduced they would serve to interest other pu-
pils in what is taking place in the various parts of the na-
tion and the world, besides arousing their interest in de-
bating itself. 
Adolescents are gregarious. We find them organ-
izing picnics and parties, and forming gangs (10:63-66). 
This instinct can well be used in the various phases of the 
school newspaper where pupils work in co-operation with each 
other for the success of the newspaper: for example, in the 
organization of the staff. For the unsupervised gang is 
substituted a well supervised educational unit--the newspa-
per staff including the editor, room reporters, business 
manager, advertising manager, and the many other officers 
found on any newspaper staff. This organization makes the 
pupils work together toward a common goal, which is, after 
all, the basic idea behind the gang or team which forms out-
side the school. 
In their literary clubs, pupils work together by 
discussing current events and voicing their opinions in ed-
~0------------------------------~ 
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itorials. Editorials written by the pupils on current e-
vents of the day, reports on presidents' messages, and trea-
ties, arouse the pupils' interest in what is going on in the 
world today, and encourage them to think independently and 
to form their own opinions. Evidences of loyalty among ad-
olescents are noticed in their editorials and their requests 
for good attendance at school functions, such as contests, 
sports, and similar activities {11:233). 
Love of approbation and desire for attention are 
likewise strong incentives for doing the school newspaper 
job well. The English teacher can utilize these instincts 
in securing good compositions, well written reports of ac-
tivities, and announcements. Because of the pupils' desire 
to see their names in print, they will outdo themselves to 
make their reports, stories, or compositions the very best 
so that they will be selected for the school newspaper {13: 
174). 
Provision can also be made for individual differ-
ences in the school newspaper. Pupils do not have the same 
abilities, interests, and talents. The dull pupil who can-
not write articles for the newspaper or help with the pre-
paration of the paper in any way, and who would be useless 
as a reporter might be utilized in other ways. He may be 
~~----------------------------~ r 
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the best one to secure the advertisements for the newspaper, 
or he may be a good subscription solicitor, or salesman for 
the finished paper. To pupils who can draw well, could be 
assigned the task of furnishing the cartoons, sketches, and 
designs for the school newspaper. The teachers could use 
the school newspaper to motivate good work in art, by en-
couraging pupils to make cartoons, sketches, or other draw-
ings for the newspaper. In this way, every child is made to 
feel that he is important and necessary. This is very vital 
to the adolescent as it is at this stage, more than at any 
other, that children frequently begin to feel inferior. The 
school newspaper then becomes a live activity with a very 
valuable end in view (17:185-186;190-205). 
The school newspaper thus takes into considera-
tion all the important instincts found in the adolescent 
child and provides a normal outlet for these instincts. In-
stead of using his active mind to invent mischief, the pupil 
is led to use this instinct for the good of all. His curi-
osity, instead of being let run riot, is led into useful 
channels such as, the investigation of other peoples, etcp 
As mentioned above, much of his gregariousness aan be used 
for useful purposes instead of in the organization of gangs. 
The migratory spirit, when utilized for the school news~apei, 
20 
tends to do away with a great deal of truancy as the pupil 
is provided with a desirable outlet for this instinct. The 
school newspaper can be, therefore, a worth-while activity 
in the guidance of educational and psychological life of the 
adolescent in the upper grades of the elementary school. 
~-----------------------~----------~ 
CHAPTER III 
THE SCHOOL NENSPAPER IN THE E~fENTARY SCHOOL 
A SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE IN THE FIELD 
- -- ·---
PEDAGOGICAL VALUES OF THE SCHOOL NEWSPAPER 
The school newspaper, as one of the oldest (12: 
163) extra-curricular activities, is recognized as valuable 
to the child, the school, and the commUnity. For the child, 
the school newspaper is a medium of expression. He is given 
an opportunity to develop his personality and initiative. 
As explained in Chapter!!, the school newspaper may serve as 
a substitute for the undesirable tendencies frequently foun 
in the school child; such as, truancy, undesirable gang ac-
tivity, etc. From the point of view of the school, the 
school newspaper brings pupils into closer contact with 
their teachers and makes for unity and loyalty, so essential 
for the successful fUnctioning of the school. The school 
newspaper brings the school and community closer together, 
keeping the community informed of the various activities of 
the school, week by week, month by month. It fosters loyal 
co-operation between parents and teachers so essential to 
the development of school morale. 
Newspapers may be found in simple form in the 
21 
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first grade where the children tell their experiences while 
the teacher writes them on the board, or prints them on 
large sheets of paper for reading lessons. These newspapers 
include short stories about the children's pets, their lit-
tle brothers and sisters at home, and the like. 
In the upper grades the value of the school news-
paper as a medium tor motivating English composition cannot 
be over-estimated. Pupils of this age are flattered to see 
their names in print, and are anxious to win the admiration 
and approval of others. They will, therefore, be on the 
alert for news items and will strive to secure recognition 
through the acceptance and publication of their contribu-
tions. 
Then, too, in the upper grades, composition as-
signments m~ be made for editorials, the understanding be-
ing that only the best can appear in the newspaper. Pupils 
will thus be seeking to express themselves in an accurate, 
concise, clear, and interesting manner. They will also 
learn the importance of well-prepared, neat papers (25:269-
271). 
For adolescent children the school newspaper pro-
vides a type of activity of special interest to them. It 
encourages a worth-while activity for their creative and im-
~-~--------------------------------------~ 
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aginative minds. Creative material appearing in the school 
newspaper serves to interest and motivate other pupils along 
similar lines. For example, the pupils who are musically 
inclined can be encouraged to write short pieces of music, 
say one or two lines long, while those poetically inclined 
can write short verses to fit these musical strains, The 
publication of this type of creative material in the school 
newspaper under such a column heading as "Hobbies", will 
probably encourage other pupils to write about their hobbies 
Perhaps a day for hobbies arranged by the teacher in co-op-
eration with the pupils will bring out many interesting ac-
tivities of pupils that could well be written up in an in-
teresting manner. 
Given the opportunity, pupils may wish to write 
about interesting things during assemblies, or at parties 
and plays. They might want to tell about their feelings 
during an exciting contest in athletics or after winning a 
prize in some school contest. The best stories could then 
be reproduced for the school newspaper. 
The school newspaper gives the pupils an oppor-
tunity to work in co-operation with other pupils. The pu-
pils on the staff work together toward a common goal, eac~ 
pupil doing his share. Since co-operation is one of the 
r~--------------~ 
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fundamental essentials to success in life, no one being 
able to do the whole job alone, the pupils should get this 
point of view relatively early (4:136-145). 
The school newspaper serves as one of the best 
mediums for teaching business methods. Pupils learn how to 
secure advertisements, to be courteous salesmen, to handle 
the finances accurately, and to keep neat records. 
In addition, according to Grinnell, the school 
newspaper serves as a medium of student opinion and to pro-
mote higher standards of scholarship. In order to be of the 
greatest value to the school and to the community , there 
must be as great a variety of items and as many participants 
in getting up the newspaper as possible (24:520-525). 
Some of the values of the school newspaper, cite 
by E. M. Penny (26:897-900) according to their value from 
the least important to the most important are as follows: 
(1) Vocational Guidance According to this 
writer, there is very little vocational guidance value in 
the school newspaper because in most cases it involves only 
a small number of pupils. Then, too, no adequate training 
in journalism can be given because of the youth of the pu-
pils at this time and the broadness of the field of journal 
ism. 
r.----------------, 
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(2) :Pre-vocational Guidance There is a little 
more :pre-vocational guidance value in the school newspaper 
as it serves as an exploratory course in the newspaper field 
and arouses the interest of the :pupils in this type of work. 
The weakness here, is however, "that a large majority of the 
:pupils, even those on the staff, are to be consumers rather 
than producers" (26:898). 
(3) Motivation Next in order of value is the 
motivation of writing. When writing for the school newspa-
per the pupils have a certain end in view--that of sharing 
their ideas with others. Pupils will try to make the news 
items interesting so that all who read the :paper, those out-
side the school as well as in the school will be impressed 
and praise the contributors. Substituting this type of com-
position work for the often dull and uninteresting assign-
ments gives the pupils an incentive for better work and 
tends to lessen the desire to work only for a mark (23:566-
568). 
(4) Writing !2!. :Print In writing for :print :pu-
pils will be more careful to watch their spelling, :punctua-
tion, and grammar. When they know that only those composi-
tions which have the most interesting content and are the 
most accurately written as to form, structure, etc., will be 
r 
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accepted for the paper, they will do their best to attain 
the required standards. 
Then, too, the pupils realize that the honor of 
being the editor can only come to those who are willing to 
work hard and steadily on their contributions to the paper. 
They will, therefore, make an added effort to write so that 
their contributions will be accepted. 
(5) Character Development In working for a 
school newspaper a certain sense of responsibility is devel-
oped, not only among the members of the staff, but also a-
mong the other pupils of the school. Pupils learn that con-
tributions must come in on time and that news items to be of 
interest must appear in the paper as soon as possible after 
they have occurred. This teaches promptness. Pupils also 
learn that items appearing in the newspaper must be verified 
and must not be printed if there is any doubt as to the au-
thenticity of the article. The members of the staff must 
assume responsibility for the above mentioned facts. 
Judgment is developed in the acceptance of arti-
cles and editorials for the newspaper. The editors must be 
broad-minded in their selections of items to be printed. 
Items must be those of interest not only to the greatest num 
ber of pupils in the school but also to patrons outside of 
r~------~ 
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school who will be readers of the paper. Editorials must 
be of an impersonal nature and written so as not to offend 
the reader, yet they must stress the point to be driven home 
without being didactical. The staff thus learns to discrim-
inate between the essential items of news to be used for the 
school newspaper. 
(6) Intelligent Opinions Formed The greatest 
value of the school newspaper to the pupils, according to 
Penny, is the effect it has upon them. In working in co-op-
ation with others for the success of the school newspaper, 
pupils come in contact with many people both in and outside 
of school. They become acquainted with what is going on in 
the school, in their community, and in the business world a-
bout them. They learn to use good judgment in dealing with 
people. They become observant of what is happening about 
them, and learn to form intelligent opinions on matters of 
importance, not only for the present in connection with the 
school newspaper work but for the future (26:899). 
THE SCHOOL NEWSPAPER !£ !! AGE~~ OF PUBLICITY 
Among the functions of the school newspaper, the 
following may be considered important socializing influence , 
according to McKown (8:294-298); 
r-
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{1) The school newspaper presents news items 
of interest to students, parents, and patrons of the school. 
Many things of interest to other pupils may occur in the va-
rious rooms of the school. Projects in connection with soc-
ial studies, trips, excursions, and the like may be on exhi-
bition. Were it not for articles in the school newspaper a-
bout these worth-while activities, pupils of other rooms of 
the school might not know of them. 
Parents and patrons become acquainted with what 
pupils of the school are doing. They come to realize that pu-
pils are learning more than just the "3R's", that they are 
learning the laws of self-government and how to conduct them-
selves so that they will be useful, law-abiding citizens. 
Outsiders are made aware of the various activ-
ities which are going on at all times in a progressive school 
--the school bOy patrol, assemblies, projects, and creative 
work. They learn that the old school where all knowledge 
comes from books alone is a thing of the past and that now 
learning by doing supplements book knowledge and makes the 
school subjects have a greater interest for the pupils. 
(2) The school newspaper tends to unify the 
school by interesting the pupils in each other and in their 
school, in higher scholarship, good health, etc., through the 
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publishing of official announcements of the school, programs, 
and activities of clubs and other organizations. When pupils 
become acquainted with what the pupils of other rooms are do-
ing, their interests are broadened and they become interested 
in each other through similar activities. 
In the editQrials pupils are given opportunity to 
voice their opinions and to give constructive criticism of 
their student government, order in the halls, assemblies, 
cleanliness of room and person, and any other things that 
may need attention. _ They may offer suggestions as to clean-
up, health, and other programs (3:147-148). 
Using the school newspaper for making official 
announcements of various programs and activities keeps the 
parents informed on what is going on during the year. If 
they must depend upon the pupils to carry home these announce 
menta, they might never see them. Pupils often forget to 
deliver messages until too late to be of use, or often lose 
them. 
The school can be advertised to the public. 
Through the various write-ups and announcements in the school 
newspaper, the public is kept informed on what is being done 
in the schools in the way of modern methods of instruction. 
r---------
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A spirit of co-operation can be fostered.be-
tween school, community, and other schools. When parents 
and patrons are brought into closer contacts with the school 
they will be more likely to want to assist in its programs 
and support the various activities, such as the Parent Teach 
er Associations, health programs, child study, and clean-up 
programs. 
Through the school newspaper pupils can become 
better acquainted with each other--staff members and report-
ers working together and coming in contact with contributors 
advertisers, etc. \Vhen write-ups appear in the paper about 
outst~ding achievements of pupils, of contests, of various 
excursions and trips, other pupils will want to get acquaint 
ed with the ones involved. 
TYPES OF SCHOOL N~NSPAPERS 
The "Hand" Edition One of the types of news-
papers found in some of the lower grades of the elementar.y 
school is called the "handn edition. This paper consists of 
short stories of the experiences of the children, news items 
they bring in, and drawings of the pupils. This type is 
usually a room paper. It m~ be just one sheet with the 
stories written, typed, or printed by the teacher and m~ 
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serve as material for reading lessons. After it has been 
read and discussed, it may be placed on the bulletin board 
for further reference. Its general appearance may be the 
same as a regular newspaper with headlines and columns, car-
toons, and sections for the items of a similar nature (15: 
193). 
In the first grade the room newspaper can be 
used in connection with creative activities. After the pu-
pils have finished making their projects, write-ups about 
the projects could be worked out and printed in the form of 
a newspaper, and by means of a primer typewriter and a mim-
eograph or hectograph machine. Children would probably be 
more interested in reading from the newspaper than from a 
regular book or from the blackboard or a chart. In this 
way a love of reading could be inculcated from the beginning 
and some of the difficulties, which pupils have with reading 
because they do not like it, may be avoided. 
Each room could have its own room paper, but a 
school newspaper to which every room contributes, serves 
better to unify the school and to teach the children co-op-
eration, responsibility, judgment, and tact. The room news-
paper wil~ of course, be of interest primarily to the room 
it serves and would merely contain "personals" about the pu-
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pils, or items about the activities, of that room. This 
may be very useful, especially in the lower grades where 
these stories could be used for reading lessons. The room 
paper, however, would probably be of interest only to the 
room putting out the paper, whereas a school newspaper would 
be of interest to the entire school and the community. 
Then, too, for the school newspaper, reporters 
are needed to gather news items from the various rooms. 
These reporters get together and decide which items should 
appear in the school newspaper. Contacts with pupils of 
other rooms and with people of the community teach pupils 
co-operation and the value of working together in greater 
numbers for the good of all. They get a great range· of ex-
perience, learn the value of good judgment, and receive a 
certain sense of responsibility when working together in 
these larger groups. 
The Mimeographed Newspaper If the newspaper is 
to be for the entire school and not just for particular 
grades and if the school owns a mimeograph machine, the mim-
eographed type of newspaper can be used very successfUlly. 
Such a paper usually consists of several sheets stapled to-
gether and may follow closely the form of a printed daily 
r 
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paper. A name pertaining to the school is generally chosen. 
The paper may have headlines and columns. It may consist of 
many or few parts according to the needs of the school. The 
major parts are news items relating to the school and commun-
ity, original stories and poems, riddles, and cross-word puz-
zles contributed by the children. To this may be added car-
toons and dra~ings relating to the various activities of the 
school such as, baseball games, projects, and stories. Some 
papers m~ also include announcements pertaining to visits 
of prominent persons to the school, as well as notices of 
meetings, future plays and contests. 
Pierce and Goodman in a study of the school news-
paper found that definite organization of material for the 
elementary school newspaper was lacking. Only seven of the 
fifty school newspapers analyzed by them, were organized witt 
definite sections for the various types of materials (27:786 • 
Some of the mimeographed newspapers were typed on one side 
only, while others were typed on both sides of the paper. 
The papers contained such news as would be of interest to thE 
school and the community; such as, policies of the Board of 
Education, creative writings of the pupils, "personals" a-
bout the teachers and pupils, and some humor. The printed 
newspapers gave quite a bit of space to advertisements. Nei· 
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TABLE I 
Percentage of Space and Rank of Thirteen Types of Content 
in Twenty-four Printed And Eleven Mimeographed Elemen-
tary School Newspapers in Chicago in the School 
Year 1929-1930 
Content Printed Papers Mimeographed Papers 
Percent Rank Percent Rank 
Advertisements 28.02 1 1.45 9 
Board of Education News 1.06 11 2.49 6 
Community News 15.08 3 .30 11 
Creative Literary Ef-
fort 15.19 2 33.52 1 
cuts 7.16 6 11.83 4 
Editorials 3.51 8 1. 08 10 
Rx:changes .34 12 o.oo 12.5 
Rx:tra-c1ass Activities 5.23 7 15.47 3 
Humor 2.24 9 7.25 5 
List of Staff Members 1.90 10 1.47 8 
Reprints 7.30 5 1.82 7 
School News 12.76 4 23.32 2 
Table of Contents .20 13 . g.oo 12.5 
r 
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ther type of newspaper gave space to editorials (27:783). 
Table I is a reproduction of a table in their study showing 
the percentage of space and rank of the types of content in 
the school newspapers studied. 
G. H. Kropf, in a study of school newspaperB of 
the country, found that the newspaper varied as to amount of 
space given to the various features of the newspapers. They 
all gave space to reports on experiments, excursions, trips, 
debates, health, athletics, clubs, student government, lit-
erary work, citizenship, socials, assemblies, appreciation 
subjects, and humor (29:37-50). 
For the mimeographed type of newspaper one or 
two reporters are usually selected from ~ach room to gather 
the materials and select those most suitable for the paper. 
The reporters may be chosen by the pupils, or appointed by 
the English teacher who would be in a position to select the 
pupils best qualified for the various jobs. The reporters 
must be polite, capable pupils, always on the alert for news 
that would help to make the paper interesting. A small sub-
scription or sale price might be charged to help pay for the 
ink, stencils, and mimeograph paper (19:33-34). 
The PrintednNewspaper The printed newspaper 
r.~~ ----------~ 
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is to be found in larger schools, usually having eight grades 
or connected with a high school where printing is taught. 
The paper may be printed in a neighborhood school or in a 
local print shop. In schools connected with high schools or 
near high schools where printing is taught, the printing of 
elementary school newspapers gives the students a worth-while 
purpose for learning to print and also an opportunity to be 
of service to the community (21:277-279). 
Pierce and Goodman found that the schools that had 
printed papers had enrollments of over twelve hundred, while 
schools that had mimeographed newspapers had enrollments of 
less than one thousand. Five of the schools that had printed 
newspapers were sixth grade schools, while all the schools 
that had mimeographed newspapers were eighth grade schools. 
The type of school, therefore, had no bearing on whether or 
not the newspaper was printed or mimeographed (27:783). 
The printed newspaper, since it covers more ground 
can be a more pretentious paper. It might have a front page 
for general news stories, a second page for editorials, and 
other pages for feature stories, correspondence, humor, ex-
change columns, advertisements, cartoons, and other miscella-
neous items (6:85). 
In publishing a school newspaper, care should be 
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taken to see that the news items are really news at the time 
of printing. Articles should be written so as not to offend. 
They should be interesting, short, concise statements of 
events that readers will look forward to reading. The school 
newspaper should include news of the school and the commun-
ity; creative work, including poems, music, and short stori 
from the kindergarten up through all the grades; announce-
ments of the various club activities, and of the Parent Teach 
er Association, together with news from the patrons and 
friends of the school(29:59-65). 
PHYSICAL MAKE-UP OF THE SCHOOL NEWSPAPER 
··-·- . 
School newspapers vary according to the purpose 
the paper is to serve. The larger the school and the greater 
variety of activities carried on in the school, the larger 
and more varied, the newspaper will be. The amount of news, 
the kind of news, advertisements, features, etc., all help 
to determine the size, length, and arrangement of news, and 
columns of the school newspaper. The more important items 
or features of the newspaper are placed on the first page, 
and those of lesser importance on the following pages. 
The size and number of pages and columns of the 
school newspaper will differ according to the number of item 
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to be printed, and the cost of preparing and printing the pa-
per, as well as the facilities for doing so. For the average 
school, a newspaper of four large pages with an odd number of 
columns is the usual size. Some of the pages would have more 
columns than others depending upon the nature of the page. 
In the study made by Pierce and Goodman, the 
printed newspapers presented a great variety of sizes. Sev-
en by ten inches was the size most often found, then six by 
nine inches, and eight and one-half by eleven inches followed 
closely in frequency. The mimeographed newspapers contained 
from two to fourteen pages of one or two columns, and were 
either eight and one-half by eleven inches or eight and one-
half by thirteen inches in size. The printed newspapers, in 
general, were of smaller size and simpler nature. Four pages, 
of two or three columns, was the usual number of pages for th~ 
printed newspapers ( 27 :783). Table II shows the make-up fea-
tures of the newspapers studied by these authors as to size, 
number of columns, and number of pages of twenty-four printed 
elementary school newspapers in Chicago in the school year 
1929-1930. 
G. H. Kropf found that the greatest number of 
papers in his study were four page papers, nine by twelve 
inches in size, having the preference. The number of columnE 
l 
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TABLE II 
Size, Humber of Columns, and Number of Pages of Twenty-
four Printed Elementary School Newspapers in 
Chicago in the School Year 1929-1930 
:Make-up Features N'umber of Percentage Rank 
Papers of Papers 
Size: 
6 :X: 9 5 20.83 2.5 
7 X 10 6 25.00 1 
8 X 10 2 8.33 5 
8i x 11 5 20.83 2.5 
9 :X: 12 3 12.50 4 
10 X 16 1 4.17 7 
12 :X: 16 1 4.17 7 
12 :X: 19, 1 4.17 7 
Rumber of Columns: 
1 1 4.17 4.5 
2 12 50.00 1 
3 8 33.33 2 
4 1 4.17 4.5 
5 2 8.33 3 
Number of Pages: 
4 9 37.50 1.5 
6 2 8.33 3.5 
8 2 8.33 3.5 
10 1 4.17 5.5 
12 1 4.17 5.5 
16 or more 9 37.50 1.5 
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depended upon the size of the pages; the width of the col-
umns was generally two and one-fourth inches, giving the pa-
per three columns {29:22-27). 
The headlines of the various items should be va-
ried to attract the attention and relieve the monotony of the 
pages. The drop-line, cross-line, pyramid, and hanging in-
dentation are the forms most commonly used in the school 
newspaper. In the drop-line type each successive line is 
indented. The cross-line heading goes straight across the 
column. When necessary to have more words or even statemente 
in the headline, the pyramid is used. The type is usually 
smaller in this form than in the drop-line or cross-line. 
For the hanging indentation, the first line begins at the 
left edge of the column and runs clear across the column, 
while each succeeding line hegins in, a letter or two from 
the edge. Then there are many special kinds of headlines 
used in the daily newspapers that the staff of the newspape 
might want to learn about such as "streamers" for nExtras", 
but for the general run of school newspaper, knowledge of 
these would be unnecessary {8:336-342). 
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THE STAFF OF THE SCHOOL NlN/SPAPER 
The school newspaper should be guided by a spon-
sor or adviser. A capable teacher, preferably the English 
teacher, would be the logical choice for this responsibility 
G. H. Kropf, in his study of the Junior high school newspa-
pers of the country, found that as a rule the English Depart 
ment does have the responsibility of publishing the school 
newspaper (29:20). The sponsor or adviser should supervise 
the newspaper in general and assign the various duties to th 
staff members; should censor all materials for the school 
newspaper so that nothing that might offend appears in the 
paper; should set certain standards to be attained without 
suppressing the originality of the pupils (19:8-10). 
For editors and assist:ants, competent pupils 
should be selected by someone who knows their abilities. Pn 
pils who are popular with their classmates, but who have no 
ability along journalistic lines, might be chosen if the pu-
pils did the selecting without guidance. These pupils would 
not necessarily be adapted to school newspaper work. Then, 
too, if the teachers or principal were to select the staff, 
the value of the activity would not be the same. The best 
plan would be to have the important officers for the paper 
selected by the pupils under the gUidance of the teacher. 
~~-----------~ 
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Names of pupils who are leaders, who have shown organizing 
ability, who have initiative, who have done outstanding work 
in the major subje~ts of the grades, or who have shown a will~ 
ingness to work in previous activities could be submitted to 
and voted upon by the class. Pupils thus Selected should be 
industrious, capable pupils who are interested in school news-
paper work. Lazy or uninterested pupils would not contribute 
to the success of the paper. In the lower grades each room 
could have reporters whose appointment could be brought about 
by a suggestion from the teacher. These reporters would 
bring in the best articles,~ from their room, chosen by the 
class (28:514-520). 
In the study by Pierce and Goodman, fourteen of 
the twenty-four printed papers analyzed, were under the di-
rection of the Parent Teacher Associations, nine were managed 
by pupils under faculty supervision, and one by the civics 
club of the school. Those under the direction of the Parent 
Teacher Associations, were financed, in general, by some ad-
vertising concern which furnished the advertisements and se-
cured local news for the newspaper. In those papers, the 
teachers and pupils had nothing to do with the organizing, 
financing, or publishing of the newspapers (27:781-782). 
r~ 
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The editors of the school newspaper must be held 
responsible by the sponsor of the newspaper for whatever ap-
pears in it. They must be broad-minded enough not to let 
petty grievances creep into the editorials. They must use 
good judgment in the selection of news items and articles 
sent in. They must be competent workers for the newspaper, 
always willing to co-operate with the other members of the 
staff. They must see to it that the newspaper comes out 
promptly (19:16-17). 
For the larger newspaper, it will be necessary to 
have, besides the editor and assistant editors, a business 
manager to take care of the financial details, an advertising 
manager, a circulation manager, an exchange manager, and a 
sports editor. It is advisable to give th~ more important 
offices to the higher grade pupils and those of lesser im-
portance to pupils of other grades. Thus, the older pupils 
are given the greater responsibility and the younger ones 
will be better prepared to assume these jobs when they get 
to the higher grades (19:10-18). 
Sports editors must be broad-minded and tactful, 
and must have a spirit of fair play in reporting the results 
of contests and games. Good sportsmanship does not permit 
the making of excuses for losing in games and contests to 
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rival teams. It would be better to try to spur their own 
teams to better :play by calling attention to the good quali-
ties,. or teamwork, of the winning team. Sarcasm or fault-
finding has no :place in writeu:ps of sports events (19:19-20). 
Sports editors should see to it that announcements of coming 
events in sports as well as other announcements are published 
early enough and in more than one issue, if the newspaper is 
issued often, so that :pupils will be :prepared to attend when 
the time comes. 
To the business manager is given the responsibili-
ty of seeing to it that all moneys are collected and bills 
are promptly :paid. Honest, capable :pupils must be selected 
to take care of the finances of the newspaper. This gives 
good business training in handling money and keeping accurate 
records. Pupils who are careless in arithmetic obviously 
would not be responsible ones to take charge of the finances 
of the school newspaper. The sponsor should be familiar at 
all times with the financial standing of the paper; and 
should be able to advise the pupils in charge, how best to 
manage the fUnds (20:1-9). 
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FINJUrCING THE SCHOOL NENSPAPER 
In order to meet the expenses of the printing of 
the school newspaper, some arrangement for raising funds 
must be made. Finances may be taken care of through adver-
tisements, subscriptions, or by some other means. When 
using advertising to help meet the expenses of the newspaper 
the subscription price need not be very high. The price of 
advertisements, likewise, must be reasonable, just high e-
nough to have the newspaper pay for itself. Thus, the price 
of the paper plus the amount received for the advertisements 
should be slightly more than the cost of producing the news-
paper so that there will be a small surplus available to 
carry on the work and improve the newspaper (22:62-63) •. The 
advertisers should be assured a copy of each edition of the 
school newspaper. 
According to the study made by Pierce and Good-
man, an analysis of the twenty-five sets of papers studied 
showed that twenty of the printed and one mimeographed pape 
contained advertisements. Four of the printed newspapers 
published by the schools and three of ·those under the direc 
tion of the Parent Teacher Associations, were supported by 
subscriptions and advertisements. Of the printed newspaper 
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supported by advertisements only, eleven were under the di-
rection of the Parent Teacher Associations and two of the 
school. ]'our of the printed papers published by the pupils 
were supported wholly by subscription. Subscriptions rates 
ranged in price from two cents to ten cents a copy. For two 
of the mimeographed newspapers, the rate was one cent. ~fuer 
the paper and stencils were furnished by the school board, 
newspapers were given to the pupils without charge (27:782). 
Since subscriptions and sales cannot be depended 
upon to pay the costs of a larger newspaper, it is necessary 
to solicit advertisements. The getting of advertisements 
brings the pupils i~to contact with the business men of the 
co~unity, gives them training in citizenship, and acts as 
a socializing influence between the pupil and the community. 
In their dealings with the merchants of the community, pu-
pils must be polite, courteous, and tactful in their efforts 
to secure advertisements. They must be advised not to be 
over-zealous or make nuisances of themselves and thus spoil 
their chances of getting the advertisements. They may ac-
quire very valuable experience in advertising methods, in 
approaching business men in a courteous way, and in the se-
lection of appropriate advertisements. If the newspaper is 
to be for the school only, then such advertisements as 
~----~------------------------~ 
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would be of use to the children, such as school supplies 
advertisements, may be accepted. However, if the school 
newspaper is to serve as an integrating and soci-alizing in-
fluence betwen home, school, and community, advertisements 
should be accepted that would be of interest to grown-ups af 
well as to the pupils. The advertising manager must be re-
sponsible for the nature of the advertisements appearihg in 
the paper. Spurious advertisements or those dealing with 
cigarettes, liquors, and the like are not advisable for a 
school newspaper and should be omitted (8:342-347). 
If the parent of some pupil owns a print shop, 
or some one connected with the school is well acquainted 
with a printer in the neighborhood, the co-operation of the 
printer might be secured for a nominal sum, or he may even 
do the printing without charge. 
Since the school newspaper has become recognizee 
as a valuable activity of the school, provision should be 
made, if possible, in the school budget for financing it, 
thus eliminating the necessity of soliciting advertisements 
for financing the newspaper. 
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CIRCULATION ~ SUBSCRIPTION 
Q! ~ SCHOOL NENSPAPER 
To be of greatest value to the school and the com-
munity, the school newspaper should have as wide a circula-
tion as possible, among the pupils, alumni, and friends of 
the school. The greater the circulation, the lower will be 
the cost of producing the newspaper. The lower the cost of 
production, the more elaborate can be its make-up. There-
fore, in order to secure a wide circulation, campaigns or 
drives should be made to interest the pupils in buying the 
paper. These should be made as early in the fall as possible 
after the school newspaper has been organized. The newspa-
per should be well organized so that it will make a favorable 
impression on the purchasers and readers. 
Slogans and posters can be made to interest and 
attract the attention of the pupils, and placed in the vari-
ous rooms and in the hallw~s. These may give a slight hint 
or suggestion of what is to appear in the coming issues of 
the paper, thus arousing the curiosity of the pupils so that 
they will want to subscribe to the newspaper. Speeches m~ 
be made in the assembly hall about these items that are to 
appear in the newspapers. Drives can be made in the various 
r~~ ----------~ 
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rooms of the school and free copies given to the pupil· of 
each room who secures the most subscriptions. A prize might 
be awarded to the room having a circulation of 100 per cent, 
or most nearly 100 per cent. Copies of the first issue 
could be distributed without charge to stimulate the inter~ 
est of the pupils in the school newspaper. The drawback to 
this plan is, however, that the pupils might expect to get 
other numbers free. 
The school newspaper should not be a passing fan-
cy. Before such a project is begun, pupils and teachers 
alike should realize the need for it. Then, having realized 
this need, they should share alike in the responsibilities. 
No paper should ever be started unless all are willing to 
help to make it a success. The success or failure of the 
school newspaper will depend upon the continued interest in 
it, the willingness and abilities of all to work for and to 
support it. It may be necessary to continue the campaigns 
or drives, off and on, to insure the continued interest in 
it (3:170-173). 
The circulation manager and exchange editors 
should see that all subscribers, advertisers, and exchanges 
receive their copies of the school newspaper promptly. In 
high schools, exchanges of school newspapers with foreign 
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countries are very important ~actors in giving pupils ~irst 
hand information about other peoples--their customs, their 
oo.cupations, etc. 
In this chapter the writer has sought to show the 
value and functions o~ the school newspaper, also to discuss 
some o~ the various types o~ newspapers ~ound in the elemen-
tary schools, together with a brie~ description o~ the make-
up and management of the school newspapers. A summarization 
o~ these principles and conclusions ~allows. 
1. Writers, such as Guil~oil, Grinnell, Wells, 
and Penny are of the opinion that school publications can 
do more ~or the teaching o~ correct English usage than can 
the teaching o~ grammar and rhetoric; that school publica-
tions can be important factors in the motivation o~ English 
composition; and that school publications tend to give the 
pupils training in business methods through a worth-while 
activity. 
2. As socializing in~luences the fUnctions are 
considered o~ great importance by writers such as McKown, 
Roemer and Allen, and other'; giving authentic news to pu-
pils, parents, and patrons of the school; publishing o~fi­
cial announcements of the school, clubs, and organizations; 
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uni~ying the school and ~ostering a better school spirit to-
wards the school, home, and community. 
3. The type o~ school newspaper best suited to 
a school must be determined by the needs of the school. The 
smaller the school and the ~ewer the activities o~ the school, 
the smaller and less pretentious will he the newspaper. 
Larger schools with many activities and many pupils ~rom 
which to select a staf~, will naturally have a larger news-
paper. The class-room newspaper, the hand edition, or the 
posted newspaper, serving just a few pupils, will naturally 
be small and contailir little of interest to anyone except the 
pupils of tha.t room. 
A need ~or the existence of the paper, like all 
other extra-curricular activities, must be established, ac-
cording to writers such as McKown, Roberts and Draper, Pierce 
and Goodman; and once having established such a need, pupils, 
teachers, and all must strive to do their best to make a suo-
cess of the activity. 
4. The size and number of pages in the school 
newspaper varies according to the needs of the school. The 
number of columns dif~ers according to the nature of the pa-
ges. Headlines vary for the different ~eatures, to attract 
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attention and relieve the monotony o~ the pages. 
5. Writers are all agreed that the school news-
paper should be as ~ar-reaching in its activities as possi-
ble, should give as many pupils the opportunity o~ partici-
pating as it can, and even bring in the parents and merchants 
o~ the community through advertising services. 
6. Funds ~or conducting the school newspaper are 
raised through subscriptions, sales, and advertisements. Pu-
pils receive excellent training in business methods, learn 
to keep accurate accounts, and learn to be courteous and po-
lite when dealing with advertisers and others. 
7. The circulation o~ the school newspaper 
should be as wide-spread as possible. Campaigns and drives 
are necessary to insure a wide circulation o~ the school 
newspaper. As nearly 100 per cent as possible should be the 
goal ~or subscriptions to the newspaper. Editors should put 
~orth every e~~ort to get the newspaper out on time. Copies 
o~ the newspaper ~or advertisers and exchanges should also 
be sent out promptly. 
8., In the study o~ the elementary school news-
paper by Pierce and Goodman, the writers ~ound that the 
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news and advertisements of the school newspaper were such as 
would be of interest to the pupils of the school and to the 
community. They found, also, that since there is such a 
great variety of opinions as to the fUture of the elementary 
school newspapers, that further and more extensive investiga 
tions are needed in this field (27:786). 
9. G. H. Y~opf, in his study, found that the ma-
jority of principals considered the school newspaper a great 
help in orientation of the pupils of junior high school leve .• 
Pupils receive excellent training from the experience gained 
in conctucting the school newspaper. Practices in conducting 
school newspapers,--i.e., editorship and management, finan-
cing, content,--are fairly well organized in the junior high 
schools. Most school newspapers are on pupil level and for 
the pupils as school newspapers should be. He found, fur-
ther, that school publications--especially the school news-
papers, which are in the majority--have done mueh to inter-
est patrons in the school and its problems (29:61-78). 
CHAPTER IV 
~ PRESENT STUDY 
STATEMENT .Q! :r1!! PROBLEM 
The purpose of this study was to determine the 
nature and function of the school newspaper in the elemen-
tary school. Samples of these newspapers were secured from 
the various elementary schools of the city of Chicago to 
make this study. 
Procedure: In order to secure the required information, a 
questionnaire was sent to all principals of the elementary 
schools of Chicago. With the questionnaire was sent a let-
ter e:x:plaining the :purpose of the study and asking the as-
sistance of the principal in filling out the questionnaire. 
Unfortunately, this study was made at a time when 
the Chicago Board of Education was forced into an economy 
program whereby each principal was given two schools to su-
pervise. Some of the :principals felt that with two schools 
under their supervision they had no time to answer question-
naires and so returned them unanwered. Others felt that wit 
two schools to look after they cov~d not take time to proper 
ly supervise a school newspaper. Those principals who had 
been transferred back into high school class-rooms returned 
the questionnaires unanswered saying they had no further in-
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terest in the elementary schools. Therefore, the responses 
to these questionnaires was not as great as had been expect-
ed. 
A copy of the letter and questionnaire follow: 
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Chicago, Illinois 
January 3, 1933 
Principal, 
Chicago, Illinois 
and ---------------- Schools 
My dear -----------------------
The writer is making a study of the school news-
paper in the elementary school to determine its nature and 
fUnction. An analysis of the replies to a questionnaire and 
samples of these newspapers will serve as a basis for the 
study. 
The writer is inclosing, herewith, a question-
naire relative to the school newspaper, asking you to favor 
her by filling it out according to the directions indicated. 
If you have never had experience with school newspapers, 
please answer the questions in terms of what you would con-
sider a desirable situation. 
When this study has been completed, the writer 
will gladly send you a copy of the results should you so de-
sire. Please indicate your wish on the reverse side of this 
letter and return the same with the questionnaire. 
Sincerely, 
Graduate Student 
Loyola University 
P.S. Self-addressed stamped envelope is enclosed. 
~ 
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Questionnaire 
-- The ElementarY School Newspaper 
If you ~ n!l>t ~ ~ newspaper ,!E: yoU! school, have 
-
you had past experience ~ elementary school ~~wspapers? 
Yes No • .!flou ~ never ~ experience ill!! ili-
- -
mentacy school newspapers, please answer ~ g,uestions in 
terms £!. what you would consider a desirable situation. 
-
1. Name of school 
2. Do you have a school newspaper? Yes No 
3. Name of school newspaper. 
4. How often is it issued? Weekly :Monthly 
or 
5. The paper is edited by: (Check those who assist in editing) 
The Principal 
The Assistant Principal 
Teacher Pupil Grade 
Others (Specify who) 
6 • The paper is sponsored by: 
. 
The Principal Faculty 
English Department Literary Club 
Farent-Teacher Association 
Others {Specif'y WhO) 
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7. The staff includes: 
Editor-in-chief Assistant Editor 
Business Manager 
Advertising l1ianager 
Subscription lfanager. ; 
Special Editor 1 
(Give ti t..Le or :runc"t~on 
Special Editor 2 
(Give title or :runc"t~on 
Special Editor 3 
(Give tit..Le or :runc"t~on 
Special Editor i: 
(Give ti"t.Le or :runc"tJ.on 
Special Editor 5 
(Give ti"t.Le or ru.nc"tlon 
a) The staff is selected by: 
Appointment Election 
------------- ---------~ 
Principal Teacher 
--------------- -----------~ 
Pupils Others 
------------------ ------------~ 
b) The reporters are selected by: 
Appointment ------------- Election ----------~ 
Principal Teacher 
--------------- -----------~ 
Pupils Others 
------------------ ------------; 
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s. Are the news items censored? Yes No 
9. ·who censors the news items received? 
10. What is the size of your paper? 
a) Usual number of pages? 1 2 3 4 
- - -
5 6 
-
b) Number of columns on page 1? page 2 
page 3 page 4 page 5 page6 
others 
------ ------------------------ ------~ 
11. Is it mimeographed, multigraphed, or a printed paper? 
12. If printed, who prints it? School _____ Neighborhood 
printer? Others? 
----------------
13. How is your paper financed? 
a) By subscriptiion? Yes ---------No 
b) By direct selling to pupils? Yes No 
----
c) By donations? Yes No 
---- ------------- ------------
d) By advertisements? Yes No 
-------- ------------T 
e) Otherwise? (Specify how) 
14. Is your paper given free of charge to the pupils? 
Yes 
---
No Sometimes (Specify when) 
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15. How are subscriptions obtained? 
Compulsory? 
-------------- Campaign? 
16. What is the price o~ subscription? 
17. What is the selling price o~ a single copy of the paper? 
18. Do you accept advertisements from local merchants? 
Yes No 
-----
Sometimes (Specify when) 
19. Do you accept advertisements from other than local mer-
chants? Yes No 
----- ------
Sometimes (Specify whe~ 
----------------------------------------------------
20. Who writes the advertisements? Editor----------- or 
merchants furnishing them? 
21. \Vhat is the approximate circulation: 
a) Proportion of pupils? £ ------ i ------ i --~ 
b) Proportion of teachers? 
22. What proportion of the total issue goes to: 
a) Advertisers? 
b) Exchanges?----------------------------------~ 
c) Others?----------------------------------------~ 
23. Do you have an editorial section? Yes ------- No 
a) If so, who writes the editorials? Principal ____ ~ 
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Teachers Pupils Others (Specify who) 
b) In what wa:y do the editorials promote the aims of 
education? 
1) Good citizenship? 
' 
2) Worthy use of leisure? 
3) Worthy home membership? 
6~ 
4) Health? 
',5 ) Vocation? 
6) Ethical Character? 
7 ) Fundamental tools of learning? 
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c) ./rrJy other topics? 
24. Does your paper have a section given over to sports? 
Yes No 
a) What sports are given space? 
b) How many columns are devoted to sports? 
25. What kinds of news items are accepted? 
a) School items 
b) Community news 
c) Other news items (Specify types) 
26. Does your paper make announcements of: 
a) Student government activities? Yes_ No_ 
b) School club meetings? Yes No 
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c) Lectures? Yes No 
-------------- ------------~ 
d) Radio Programs? Yes No 
e) Excursions? Yes No 
------"""'1 
f) Assembly Programs? Yes No 
27. Does your paper make use of: 
a) Creative art work of pupils? Yes No_ 
b) Creative poems? Yes No 
c ) Creative music? Yes No 
d) Children's compositions? Yes No 
e) Original Sa;v'.ings? Yes No 
f) Original stories? Yes No 
g) Other materials: 
28 •• What use does your Parent-Teacher Association make of 
the newspaper for: 
a) Announcements of meetings? 
b) Election of officers? 
----------------------~ 
c) Reports o~ activities and programs of the Par-
ent-Teacher Association? --------------------~ 
29. Please ~eel free to give the writer the bene~it of your 
opinions and experiences in connection with the pub-
lication of elementary school newspapers. Write on 
the reverse side if desired. 
PLEASE SEND ME COPIES OF V~~IOUS ISSUES OF YOUR SCHOOL NEWS-
PAPERS. INCLOSE S~£E WITH THE QUESTIOh~AIRE. 
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Data ~ the Control and Man§$ement 
of the School Newspaper 
~ ~ Elementary School 
Referring to Table III we note the nature of the 
responses to the school newspaper questionnaire. Three hun-
dred twenty-three questionnaires were mailed. Replies were 
received from 189 principals. Of these replies eighty-three 
or 43.91 per cent, were answered and one hundred six, or 
56.09 per cent, were unanswered. Of the 83 replies, 66 were 
from schools having regular school newspapers, three were 
strictly Parent-Teacher Association magazines, containing 
only one page for children's contributions~ Fourteen, or 
16.86 per cent, were from principals who had never had ex-
perience with school newspapers but they filled out the que 
tionnaires according to what they considered ideal condi-
tions for a school newspaper. The Parent-Teacher Associa~· 
tion magazines were four page papers and, aside from the one 
children's page, contained news of interest to Parent-Teach-
er Association members and parents only, such as, announce-
ments of meetings past and future--what had transpired at 
the previous meeting and what was going to be done at future 
meetings,--council meetins, and conferences. One page was 
given over entirely to neighborhood advertisers. 
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0~ the 106 questionnaires returned unanswered, 
three were marked "refused", ~our were stamped "unclaimedn, 
twenty-six were returned without any explanations by the prin 
cipals, twenty-seven were returned with statements ~rom the 
principals that they no longer had a principalship and so had 
no further interest in the elementary schools, thirty-six 
were ~rom principals who, since they had never had experience 
with school newspapers, ~elt that their opinions would be o~ 
no value to this study. One o~ these stated that he ~elt 
there is "too much aping o~ the colleges by the high schools 
and too much aping o~ the high schools by the elementary 
school", and that "school people are o~ten unwilling to let 
children be children growing slowly and normally". .Another 
did'not believe in asking a teacher to do extra work such as 
conducting a school newspaper and considered the school news-
paper too unimportant to take school time ~or it. Four prin-
cipals ~elt they had no time to answer questionnaires because 
of their extra duties as principal of two schools. Four oth-
ers ~elt that they had no time to properly supervise a school 
newspaper with the added burden o~ two schools and so had 
never given the school newspaper a thought. One principal re-
ported that his school had room newspapers only in the first 
grades where they were used as reading projects. 
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Table III 
Nature of Responses to the School Newspaper Questionnaire 
Total Replies 
Number Received 
Sent 
No. 
Returned 
No Replies 
No. 
323 83 ~3.91 106 56.09 
Replies from 
Schools having 
School Newspapers 
No. 
69 83.14 
Replies from 
Schools not hav 
ing Newspapers* 
No. 
14 16.86 
* In these replies the principals assumed ideal conditions. 
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Pedagogical Values of the School Newspaper 
Creative Work The school newspaper provides a 
type of activity for the creative and imaginative mind of the 
adolescent. With reference to creative work of the school we 
note in Table IV that poems, compositions, original stories, 
and sayings comprise by far the greatest space ·.use.d ·for cre.a-
tive work. Short stories and sayings are reported in sixty-
three, or 75.90 percent, of the newspapers, original poems in 
sixty, or 72.29 percent, of the newspapers, and compositions 
in fifty-nine, or 71.08 percent, of the papers. It seems 
from an analysis of the school newspapGrs and the replies to 
the questionnaires that few schools make use of the school 
newspaper for creative music. Only eighteen, or 21.69 per 
cent, of the principals report anything on this activity. 
Forty-one, or 49.15 percent, of the schools report other form 
of creative work such as cross-word puzzles, ridlles, exhibit 
features in the city, honor rolls, and outstanding achieve-
ments of the pupils. One principal reports that each month 
their newspGper carries reproductions of two famous paintings 
with write-ups of the pictures--the artists' names, national-
ities, dates of their births, something of their lives, and 
where the paintings may be seen. Features in the school news-
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Nature of Contents of the Elementary School Newspaper 
Forms of Creative Work 
Poems Music Compositions Stories and Other Ma-
Sayings terials 
No. % No. 'fo No. % No. % No. tfo 
60 72.29 18 21.69 59 71.08 63 75.90 41 49.15 
<' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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paper such as the above may be considered very valuable for 
art appreciation and as information to pupils, as well as to 
parents and patrons, interested in the school newspaper. 
Editorials Referring to Table V we note the 
fUnction of the editorials in promoting the aims of education 
Thirty newspapers stress good citizenship in their editorials. 
These editorials deal with such topics as Hallowe'en ethics, 
clean-up campaigns, school loyalty and spirit, working to-
gether for a common cause, pupils' attitude toward the school 
boy patrol, care of neighborhood lawns and hedges, kindliness 
general policies and aims of the school, punctuality, and 
care of school books. The editorials strive to inculcate a 
sense of individual responsibility on the part of the reader 
to the community, the state, and the nation. 
Twenty-one newspapers have editorials on worthy 
use of leisure. These editorials encourage pupils to take 
advantage of the many educational and recreational fields 
open to them. Editorials on club activities, hobbies, libra-
ries, and music may tend to awaken the pupils' interests in 
worth-while activities. 
Editorials on wor~hy home membership are reported 
by nineteen principals. According to these principals such 
editorials tend to impress upon the pupils that even the 
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TABLE v 
Editorials and the Elementary School Newspaper 
Promote 
Good Citi- Worthy Use Worthy Home Health Fundamental Other 
zenship o:f Leisure Membership Tools o:f Learn- Topics 
ing 
30 21 19 30 10 29 
i 
I 
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smallest cog in a wheel helps. Home relationships are 
stressed and should impress upon the child that his home is 
making a valuable contribution in the formation of his char-
acter. Editorials on character training in the school news-
paper are valuable to pupils of this age. \Vhen they read 
these articles in the school newspaper and they know the wri-
ter they may be impressed with the importance of good citi-
zenship and ·worthy home membership as character builders. Ed-
itorials devoted to problems of behavior may tend to incul-
cate in the :pupils a sense of responsibility and justice. 
Thirty :principals report editorials on health. These articles 
on health not only impress upon the :pupils the value of good 
health--care of the teeth, care of colds, time to go to bed, 
value of exeruise--but also the value of good sportsmanship 
and sound thinking. Editorials such as these, written by his 
opponent or :partner in a contest will tend to awa-.lcen in· the 
:pupil better ideals of how to :play the game of give and take. 
Editorials on vocation and the fundamental tools 
impress upon the :pupil the value of taking advantage of the 
opportunities offered to him. These are reported by ten prin-
cipals. 
Twenty-nine principals re:por·c that their newspa-
pers had editorials on other topics such as, safety talks, 
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honor rolls, outstending achievements of pupils, and Parent-
Teacher Association relationships. 
Table VI reveals the responsibility for the edi-
torials appearing in the school ne\~rspaper. Twelve principals 
report that they do not have an editorial section in their 
newspapers. In a few schools the :principals, teachers, and 
:pupils all write editorials. In others only the principals 
and teachers write them. Some editorials are written by mem 
bers of the Parent-Teacher Associations. One school reports 
that :patrons of the school assist. Thirty-seven principals 
report that they write editorials, thirty-three report that 
the teachers write them, and thirty-four report that :pupils 
assist in writing them. 
The School Newspaper ~ ~ A.eent of Publicity 
Publicitl The school newspaper is primarily a 
news :paper. As shovm in Chapter III it may become an impor-
tant factor as a socializing influence by giving authentic 
news to students, :parents, and patrons of the school. Refer 
ring to Table VII we note that from the nature of the conten 
of the elementary school newspaper, the newspaper ~ give 
authentic news to its readers. .All of the school newspapers 
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TABLE VI 
Editorials and the Elementary School Newspaper 
Written by: 
Principals Teachers Pupils Others 
37 33 34 5 
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TABLE VII 
Nature of the Contents of the Elementary School Newspaper 
School News Community News Other News Sports 
83 44 10 30 
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newspapers studied contain school news. This varies from 
news of the various rooms to visitors to the school. Forty-
four of the newspapers contain community news; ten contain 
news other than the news of the school and the community, 
such as, Board of Education policies, articles of general 
civic interest, travel, and movie censorship. 
Thirty of the school newspapers contain items re-
lating to sports of the school. In some of the schools thes 
items are reported by the gymnasium teacher. In the sports 
column are found announcements and results of inter-class 
and intra-mural games which take place outside of school 
such as baseball, basket-ball, and volley-ball, as well as 
reports of activities which take place in the school gymnas-
ium. However, in the elementary school newspaper, much more 
space is given to activities t~:ing place in the school gym-
nasium. 
Announcements An analysis of the findings in 
Table VIII as to the nature of the contents of the elemen-
tary school newspaper shows that much space is given to an-
nouncements of the various activities that help to unify the 
school. Reports and announcements of the activities of tm 
student government are to be found in fifty-five, or 66.26 
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per cent of the school newspapers, included in this survey. 
Write-ups appear in the newspapers during the campaigns for 
election of student government officers, results of the elec· 
tions, and the aims of the news officers. Sixty, or 72~29 
per cent, of the schools make use of the school newspaper 
for announcements of their club meetings. In forty-three, 
or 51.80 per cent, of the newspapers, announcements of lec-
tures are made together with short write-ups on the content 
of lectures that have been given. This is to interest pu-
pils in future attendance of other lectures. Thirty-four, 
or 42.17 per cent, of the school newspapers make use of spacE 
for announcements or write-ups of radio programs. Announce 
ments of excursions are found in fifty-two, or 62.65 per cen 
of the school newspapers. Write-ups of the pupils' exper-
iences and of what they have seen on these excursions may be 
found in many newspapers. Most of the schools make use of 
school newspaper for announcements and reports of their as-
sembly programs than for any other announcements. Sixty-fou 
or 77.10 per. cent, of them use the newspaper for write-ups 
of this sort. The Parent-Teacher Associations of forty-two, 
or 61.44 per cent, of the schools use the newspaper for an-
nouncements of their meetings, their elections, and various 
reports of their aims and plans for the good of the school. 
TABLE VIII 
~ature of the Contents of the Elementary School Newspaper 
Announcements Relating to: 
-
Student School Club Lectures Radio Excursions Assembl., 
Government Meetings Programs Programs 
No. %, No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
55 66.26 60 72.29 43 50.80 34 42.17 52 62.65 64 77.10 
I 
I 
Parent-Teacher 
Association 
wo. % 
42 50.60 
I 
I 
....;:! 
\0 
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~ABLE IX 
Types of Se hool New·s:pa:pers 
Printed (Printed by:) ~imeogra:phed :Multigra:phed Written 
bx._ Hand 
Neighborhood School Others 
Printer 
24: 10 5 41 3 0 
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Types of School Newspapers 
A study of Table IX reveals the types of school 
newspapers found in the elementary schools of Chicago. Of 
the 83 schools reporting the publication of school newspapers 
thirty-nine have printed newspapers, forty-one have mimeo-
graphed newspapers, and three have multigraphed newspapers. 
Besides the regular school newspapers, several schools also 
have room papers. Some schools report "hand" editions in the 
first grade, the paper being printed with the regular chart 
printer used in this grade. No·· other details are given a-
bout these editions. Of the printed papers, twenty-four are 
printed by neighborhood printers, nine by the schools them-
selves, one by a neighboring school, four by commercial prin 
ers not in the neighborhood of the school, and one by an out-
of-town printer. 
Frequency of Issue In Table X the writer has 
sho\vn the frequency of issue of the elementary school news-
paper. In seven, or 8.43 per cent, of the schools the news-
paper is issued weekly, in fifty-nine, or 69.90 per cent, of 
the schools the newspaper is issued monthly, while in nine, 
or 10.84 per cent, of the schools the paper is issued bi-
monthly. In eight, or 9.76 per cent, of the schools no defi-
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TABLE X 
Frequency of Issue of the Elementary Schoo1 Newspaper 
Issued Weekly Issued Monthly Issued Bi-monthly Otherwise 
No. oJo No. oJo No. oJo No. 
"' 
7 8.43 59 69.90 9 10.84 8 9.76 
B3 
nite time is set for the issuing of the school newspaper--
some school reporting two or three times a semester, others 
reporting, "when occasion demands". 
Physical Make-u~ of the School News~aper 
Table XI deals with the mechanical maJce-up of the 
school newspaper as to size of the newspaper, number of pa-
ges, and number of columns per page. .An analysis of the 
newspapers reveals a wide variety of width and length com-
b±nations--the smallest being 5 x a inches and the largest 
18 x 24 inches. The preference, however, seems to be at x 1 
inches for the school newspaper. The largest newspaper--the 
1a x 24 inch size--was the regular daily newspaper style, 
folded in the middle making the folded size a:· 12 x 1a inch pa 
per. There were seven newspapers 5 x a inches, two 5 x 9 in 
ches, two 5i x 11, four 6f x 10, five 7 x 10, two a x lOt, 
twenty-six St xll, three 8 X 13, sixteen at X 13, four 9 X 1 • 
one each of the following sizes: 10 x 15, lOi x 16, 11 x 1a, 
and 1a x 24 inches. In the remaining eight questionnaires 
this space was left blank. 
Tweive of the newspapers have two pages, two have 
three pages, thirty-eight have four pages, two have five pa-
ges, fourteen have six to eight pages, two have ten pages, 
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TABLE XI 
Physical Make-up of the Elementary School Newspaper 
Make-up Features 
Size: 
5 X 8 
5 X 9 
5i :X: 11 
6~- :X: 10 
7 X 10 
8 X lO·?s-8-?t X 11'~ 
8 X 13 
8i :x: 13 
9 X 12 
10 X 15 
lOi X 16 
11 X]l6 
18 X 24 
Number of Pages: 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6-8 
10 
12-16 
18 
20 
Number of Columns: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Number of' 
Newspapers 
7 
2 
2 
4 
5 
2 
26 
3 
16 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
12 
2 
38 
4 
14 
2 
9 
1 
1 
6 
49 
15 
9 
4 
Percentage of 
Newspapers 
8.43 
2.41 
2.41 
4.08 
6.02 
2.41 
31.32 
3.61 
19.28 
4.08 
1.20 
1.20 
1.20 
1.2Q 
14.46 
2.41 
45.78 
4.08 
16.86 
2.41 
10.84 
1.21 
1.21 
7.23 
59.03 
18.07 
10.84 
4.08 
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nine have twelve to sixteen pages, and two have eighteen to 
twenty pages respectively. The graduation numbers of the 
various school newspapers usually have more pages than have 
the regular issues, space often being given to a list of 
names of the graduates, a class will, and a class prophesy. 
It seems that the number of columns per page is dependent up 
on the over-all size of the paper, although two columns per 
page is the number most often found. Three columns per page 
ranks second in frequency, four columns third, and so on. 
In school newspapers containing six pages or over, one or 
two columns are generally used. Some school newspapers use 
no columns at all, but just print right across the page. In 
some cases the number of columns per page varies according 
to the nature of the page. 
Editorials of the Elementa~ School 
Newspaper 
In this study, one of the thimgs the writer was 
interested in findingout was, what method is used in con-
ducting the school newspapers. The questionnaires were an-
alyzed to note types of ;pupil editors, ;person who sponsors 
the newspapers, and the size of the staff required for the 
functioning of the newspapers. This will be found by an an-
TABLE XII 
Editorship of the Elementary School Newspaper 
Principal Assistant Faculty Pupils EngliSh 
Teacher Principal Pupils Adviser Department 
~pils Pupils 
' ' 
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
' ' 
19 22.89 6 7.22 I 36 43.37 6 7.22 10 12.04 
P.T.A 
' 
No. % 
4 4.84 
Clubs 
No. % 
2 2.42 
......... 
' 
' i 
I 
Q) 
0\ 
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alysis of Tables XII, XIII, and XIV. 
Referring to Table XII we mote that nineteen, or 
22.89 per cent , of the school newspapers are edited by the 
principal, teachers, and pupils assisting, six, or 7.22 per 
cent, are edited by the assistant principal and pupils, thir 
ty-six, or 43.37 per cent, are edited by some faculty member 
other than the assistant principal and upper grade pupils--
7th or 8th grade pupils if an eighth grade school and by 6th 
graders if a sixth grade school. In six, or 7.22 per cent, 
of the schools the principals report that the upper grade pu 
pils are the editors and have a faculty adviser. In ten, or 
12.04 per cent, of the schools the English department edits 
the newspaper. In four, or 4.84 per cent, of the schools, 
the papers are organs of the Parent-Teacher Associations. A 
literary club and a newspaper club edit a newspaper as organ 
of their clubs. 
Sponsorship of ~ Elementa;y 
School Newspaper 
Referring to Table XIII, we find that in ten, or 
12.04 per cent of the schools, the principal is the sponsor 
for the school newspaper. In seventeen, or 20.48 per cent, 
of the schools, a faculty member other than the English teac -
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TABLE XIII 
The Sponsor o~ the Elementary School Newspaper 
Principal Faculty !Principal English P. T. A. Literan 
Faculty Department Clubs 
-
No. 'fo No. 'fo No. % No. % No. 'fo Ho. ?' 
10 12.04 17 20.48 13 ~5iG6 23 27.71 7 8.42 13 15.66 
r 
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er is the sponsor. In thirteen, or 15.66 per cent, of the 
schools, the principal and teachers are the sponsors for the 
school newspapers. In twenty-three, or 27.71 per cent, of 
the schools, the English department--with the English teache 
as adviser--is the sponser. Then, in seven, or 8.42 per cen , 
of the schools, the Parent-Teacher Associations act as spo~­
sors for the school newspaper; and in thirteen, or 15.66 pe 
cent, the literary clubs do. 
The Staff of the Elementary School Newspaper 
.An analysis of Table XIV shows that the staff of 
the elementary school newspaper varies considerably as to th 
number of members required for the efficient control of the 
school newspaper. This can be explained by the fact that in 
some schools the school newspaper is much more important th 
in others. All principals report having an editor-in-chief. 
Of these, sixty-one, or 73.49 per cent, have assistant edi-
tors also; twenty-eight, or 33.73 per cent, have subscrip-
tion managers; twenty-nine, or 34.95 per cent, have adver-
tising managers. In some schools the teacher (adviser) acts 
as business manager, alid takes charge of the finances and 
distribution of the paper. Many schools have pupils of the 
upper grades go from room to room and sell the newspapers 
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TABLE XIV 
The Staff of the Elementary School Newspaper 
Editor-in- Assistant Business Advertising Subscrip-
chief Editor Manager Manager tion Mana-
ger 
No. tfo No. tfo No. tfo No. tfo NO. 1o 
83 100 61 73.49 55 66.26 20 34.95 28 33.73 
r 
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TABLE XIV (Continued} 
The Staff of the Elementary School Newspaper 
Sports 
No. 
17 20.48 
Special Editors 
Exchange Poetry and 
Humor 
No. % No. 
3 3.61 10 12.05 
I 
j 
Feature 
Ho. 
School 
News 
"' No. 
6 7.23 18 21.69 
r 
' ! 
i 92 
' ~ 
TABLE XIV (Continued) 
The Staff of the Elementary School Newspaper 
Special Editors tcontinued) 
Community Art and Club Social Dramatics 
News Cartooning 
No. ?6 No. fa No. ?6 No. 
"' 
No. fq 
5 2.42 10 12.05 5 6.02 1 1.20 1 1.20 
I 
I 
I 
r 
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TABLE XIV (Continued) 
The Staff of the Elementary School Newspaper 
Staff Selected by: 
Appointment 
Election 
Principals 
Teachers 
Pupils 
Others 
67 
16 
20 
47 
12 
4 
Reporters Selected by: 
Appointment 
Election 
Principals 
Teachers 
Pupils 
Others 
58 
25 
19 
39 
20 
5 
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directly to the pupils. In a few of the schools copies of 
the newspaper are distributed to the pupils without charge. 
The special editors, as mentioned by some princi• 
pals, are as follows: sports editors, seventeen; e~change 
editors, three; poetry and humor editors, ten; feature ed-
itors, eighteen; club editors, five; art and cartooning, ter; 
social editors, one; community news editors, two; editor~ 
als, six; and dramatics, one. Nine principals report that 
they have no special editors, but that room reporters take 
care of these features. In one school the assistant princi=-
pal, and in others, the English teachers act as special edi-
tors. 
A further reference to Table XIV reveals the prac-
tices in selecting the staff members. In sixty-seven of the 
schools they are selected by appointment and in sixteen by 
election. In these sixty-seven schools where the staff mem-
bers are appointed, twenty principals and forty-seven teach-
ers make the appointments. In twelve schools the pupils 
make their own appointments--some with the suggestions com-
ing from the teacher--and four are selected by the Parent-
Teacher Associations or club sponsors. 
Principals from fifty-eight schools report that 
reporters are appointed, while twenty-five report them as 
I 
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as being elected--twenty by the pupils and five by the Par-
ent -Teacher Associations and other sponsors. Of the fifty-
eight schools reporting appointment of reporters, nineteen 
report their reporters are selected by the principal and 
thirty-nine report them as being selected by the teachers. 
Financial Procedures of ~ Elementary School 
Newspapers 
An examination of Table XV, reveals the financing 
procedures of the school newspaper. In no school is the sub-
scription to the newspaper compulsory. In twelve, or 14.46 
per cent, of the schools, the newspapers are fin~ced by sub-
scription, advertising, and selling to the pupils. In nine-
teen, or 22.90 per cent, of the schools, the school newspaper 
is financed by advertisements and by selling to the pupils. 
Thirty-two, or 38.56 per cent of the schools, finance their 
newspapers by a direct selling to the pupils by the reporters 
or other members of the staff, Two, or 2.41 per cent, of the 
schools support their newspapers by donations (kind not spec-
ified) and advertisements. In nine schools the newspapers 
are supported by advertisements only. Nine, or 10.84 per 
cent, of the schools finance their newspapers through club 
dues, school fUnds, or fUnds provided by the Parent-Teacher 
TABLE XV 
Financing Procedures for the Elementary School Newspaper 
Subscription Selling Selling Dona- Advert is-
Advertising Adver- tiona ing Only 
Selling tising Price 
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
12 14.46 19 22.90 32 38.56 2 2.41 9 10.84 
1¢-5¢ 
I 
I 
I 
"""""""'---.. 
Other-
No. 
9 
wise 
% 
10.84 
\0 
(j) 
r 
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Association of the school 
All of the forty-two school newspapers parti~ly 
supported by advertisements solicit advertisements from the 
local merchants, while eighteen also solicit from other thru 
local merchants. 
Relative to the price of the school newspapers, 
it will be noted that the prices range from one cent to fiVE 
cents a copy, when sold direetly to the pupils, and from 
fifteen cents to twenty-five cents a semester for subscrip-
tions. Two schools charge seventy-five cents fora year's 
subs~ription to the paper. Thirteen schools sell single 
copies for one cent; sixteen sell single copies for two 
cents; eight sell them for three cents; and thirty-one 
sell them for five cents. In two of the schools where the 
newspaper is the official organ of a club, the newspaper is 
financed by the club dues. In nine schools where the paper 
is financed by advertisements only, it is distributed with 
out charge to the pupils. Where school supplies are used, 
the newspaper is also distributed without charge. Twelve, 
or 14.46 per cent, of the schools have subscription rates 
for a semester. 
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Nature of the Circulation 
of the School Newspaper 
Referring to Table XVI, we note that in twenty-one 
of the schools, fifty per cent of the children buy the news-
papers; in twenty-two schools seventy-five per cent buy; 
in fifteBn schools twenty-five per cent buY; in four of the 
schools thirty-three and one-third per cent of the pupils b 
in four others sixty-six and two-thirds per cent buy; 
seventeen schools the c1rculation is 100 per cent. This in-
cludes the schools where the newspaper is distributed withou 
charge to the pupils. In four of these schools the newspape 
is distributed free of charge because school supplies are 
used; in nine, as mentioned above, because the newspaper is 
financed by advertisements. In two of the schools, left-ove , 
unsold newspapers are given free to those pupils who cannot 
afford to b~ them; and in three schools copies are given 
free when there is a surplus fund. 
Among the teachers, the circulation is 50 per 
cent for seven schools, 166 per cent for fifty-one schools, 
90 per cent for three schools, and 5 per cent for one school. 
Twenty-one principals make no mention of the circulation a-
mong their teachers. 
In general, the advertisers are given one copy 
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TABLE XVI 
Nature of Circulation of the School Newspaper 
No. of 1o of No. of 1o of Adver- hchanges Others 
Schools Pupils Schools Teachers tisers No. 1o 
21 50 7 50 1~- 1~ .1.. of 1% 17 I 2 
22 75 51 100 to 10 
15 25 3 90 
4 33 1/3 1 5 
4 66 2/3 21 no 
re:pori 
17 100 
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of each issue of the school newspaper--one school givessev-
eral copies to each of its advertisers to distribute to any 
one interested in the school newspaper. The circulation a-
mong advertisers runs from one per cent to ten per cent of 
the total issues of the newspaper. Circulation among ex~ 
changes varies greatly--from one-half o~ one per cent to 
ten per oent of the total issues. Three schools report one 
half of one per cent of their issues for exchanges--this 
being the percentage most frequently found. Some princi-
pals report issues going to advertisers and exchanges as 
from five to twenty and three to fifty, respectively, while 
others report in terms of per cent. Seventeen schools re-
port a circulation of one per cent of their issues among 
others than those mentioned above, such as: copies to the 
superintendent, assistant superintendents, district su~er­
intendents, etc. Through this series of tables, the writer 
has endeavored to investigate thorough~y and set down the 
results of th±s investigation of the problem of the elemen-
tary school newspaper. 
CHAPTER V 
THE SCHOOL NEWSPAPER IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
--
Summary and Conclusions 
In this study, the writer has sought to determine 
the nature and function of the school newspaper in the ele-
mentary school as revealed by a study of samples of these 
newspapers secured from various elementary schools in the 
city of Chicago. Three hundred twenty-three questionnaires 
were mailed. One hundred eighty-nine were returned. Of 
these, eighty-three were answered and one hundred-six were 
not. From the above results, it would seem that principals 
as a whole have not as yet realized the value of the school 
newspaper in the elementary school. However, an analysis of 
the returns anm¥ered showed that these principals, in gener-
al, considered the school newspaper very vaJ.uable in giving · 
authentic news of the school and its activities to the par-
ents, patrons, and pupils of the school. News of this type-
keeping the parents and patrons informed at all times--tends 
to unify the school and community, thus leading to a better 
understanding between home and school. 
Most of these principals considered the school 
newspaper a very valuable and worth-while activity. Those 
who had had to discontinue publications because of the de-
pression, stated that as soon as the depression is over, the 
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production o~ the school newspaper would be resumed. In some, 
some o~ the po~rer districts the principals thought highly 
o~ the activity but, because o~ the type o~ community in 
which the school was located, hesitated about suggesting a 
newspaper ~or the school. Some o~ the principals ~eel that 
all the good things o~ the high school should not be brought 
down to elementary school level. Too much stress should no1 
be put upon the newspaper, according to these principals. 
The \vriter ~inds that the school newspaper, as 
an extra-curricular activity, provides an outlet ~or the va-
rious instincts o~ the adolescent. Their curiosity and in-
ventive minds are put to good use when pupils investigate 
and write up their ~indings on living conditions o~ people 
in their own as well as in other countrtes. Gregariousness, 
love o~ approbation, hero worship, and other instincts are 
made useful in the organization and preparation o~ such a 
worth-while activity as the school newspaper. The migrato~ 
spirit, when used in the interests o~ the school newspaper, 
sends pupils in quest o~ something o~ educational value to 
all. 
The school newspaper promotes interest, enthus-
iasm, school loyalty and sp±rit, as well as better relations 
between home, school, and community. It serves as an outle1 
~or the many energies o~ upper grade pupils. The school 
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newspaper is an excellent means for motivating correct Eng-
lish usage throughout the grades, for stimulating creative 
activities of the pupils, and for promoting the aims of ed-
ucation. 
The various kinds of creative work written up in 
the school newspaper give the public an idea of what is be-
ing done in the line of modern teach~ng methods. Besides 
this, it encourages pupils to greater interests and worth-
while activities. 
Editorials in the school newspaper serve to in -
culcate in the pupils a sense of responsibility, justice, 
and obligations to others; encourages pupils to higher i-
deals; and impresses upon them the value of good citizen-
ship and good health. They also encourage pupils to truce 
advantage of the many opportunities available to them. 
A study of the questionnaires shows, further, tha~ 
the number of schools having printed newspapers is almost as 
great as those having mimeographed newspapers. A very small 
percentage of the printed newspapers and none of the mimeo-
graphed newspapers were under the direction of the Parent-
Teacher Associations. 
Other findings of this investigation disclose 
that: 
(1) Seventy-one per cent of the school newspaper~ 
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are issued monthly. 
(2) The newspapers vary considerably in size, 
from 5 X 8 inches to 18 X 24 inches,--size 8! X 11 being the 
size most frequently found. 
(3) The preferred number of pages for the school 
newspapers seems to be four, almost half ot the schools re-
porting this number. 
(4) Two columns per page is the choice for over 
one-half of the newspapers for the number of columns used. 
(5) Great variation·is found in the control and 
management ·of the school newspaper. Upper grade pupils with 
a faculty adviser or sponsor conduct the great majority of 
newspapers. The English department, in some cases, assumes 
the responsibility. In a very few schools, the school news-
papers are under the direction of the Parent-Teacher Associa-
tions. 
(6) The size of the staff depends upon the size 
of the school. Such staff members as editors, assistant edi-
tors, exchange editors, and a great variety of special editor~, 
business managers, subscription managers, and advertising 
managers are reported by the vsrious schools as necessary for 
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the successfUl conducting of the school newspaper. In most 
schools, staff members are selected under the guidance of 
principals and teachers for their initiative and leadership 
qualities, and their organizing abilities. 
(7) Most of the school newspapers are financed 
through subscriptions, sales, and advertisements. A few of 
the schools distribute the papers without charge. The pricef 
of the school newspapers range from one cent to ten cents a 
copy--most newspapers being sold for one, two, or five cents. 
(8) Great interest in the school newspaper is 
evidenced by the wide circulation among teachers and pupils 
alike. Advertisers and exchanges are well supplied with co-
pies of the school newspapers. 
From the foregoing findings, it would seem that 
the school newspaper, as an extra-curricular activity, is of 
sufficient importance as a socializing influence in the ori-
entation of pupils, in teaching co-operation, in developing 
initiative, and in helping to motivate the regular school 
work to warrant a place in the elementary school. 
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